Abstract
Introduction
A cryptographic protocol is a series of carefully message exchanging among two or more participants. These messages are often encrypted. Cryptographic protocols are designed to achieve specified goals like authentication and key distribution, even with the presence of a penetrator who can perform malicious actions. However, the design of these protocols is error-prone. Incorrectly designed protocols may become ideal entry points for various attacks.
Therefore, we cannot only rely on informal ways of reasoning about their correctness. On the other hand, formal methods are mathematically based techniques for specifying and verifying systems and protocols. Their mathematical underpinning allows formal methods to analyze systems in a more precise and non-ambiguous fashion. This makes it possible to use formal description and verification techniques to obtain assurance that a protocol cannot be attacked by a penetrator.
Javier Thayer et al. developed the framework of strand spaces [6] for verifying security protocols. For a legitimate regular participant, a strand s represents a sequence of message that the participant would receive or send as part of a run as his/her role of the protocol. A typical message has the form of {|h| } K denoting the encryption of h using key K. An element of the set of messages is called a term. A term t is a subterm of t is written as t t. Usually, we call a strand element node. Nodes can be either positive, representting the transmission of a term, or negative, representing the reception of a term). For the penetrator, the strand represents atomic deductions. More complex deductions can be formed by connecting several penetrator strands. Hence, a strand space is simply a set of strands with a trace mapping. Two kinds of causal relation (arrow), → and ⇒, are introduced to impose a graphic structure on the nodes of the space. The relation is defined to be the reflexive and transitive closure these two arrows, modeling the causal order of the events in the protocol execution. The formal analysis based on strand spaces can be carried on the notion of bundles. A bundle is a casually well-founded set of nodes and the two arrows, which sufficiently formalizes a session of a protocol. In a bundle, it must be ensured that a node is included only if all nodes that proceed it are already included. For the strand corresponding to a principal in a given protocol run, we construct all possible bundles containing nodes of the strand. In fact, this set of bundles encodes all possible interactions of the environment with that principal in the run. Normally, reasoning about the protocol takes place on this set of bundles.
To make strand space easy to apply, Guttman and Javier Thayer [1] introduced three kinds of authentication tests, namely outgoing, incoming and unsolicited tests, to prove authentication and secrecy properties for a wide range of security protocols. Among them, unsolicited authentication tests are mainly used to prove that a key server authenticates its clients. It was applied to prove a server's guarantee in the Otway-Rees protocol [3] . (The message exchanging process in the Otway-Rees protocol is presented in Figure 1 .) But their proofs in [1] for an initiator's and a responder's authentication guarantee depend on the result of outgoing authentication tests and a side assumption requiring that no proper encrypted subterms are contained in the forwarding component H, which is corresponding to {|M, N a , A, B| } K A in the first and second messages of a responder (see Figure 1 ). However, this side assumption is not realistic since a responder cannot enforce such a constraint. In the intended case, H is a term encrypted by the initiator's long-term key, which is unintelligible to the responder. To remedy this deficiency, Guttman and Javier Thayer devoted one section (Section 5.1.3, [1] ) in their paper to show that this constraint does not hide any attacks. In particular, if the penetrator can succeed without this restriction, then they can also succeed if this constrain is enforced. Their proof is rather complicated. First, they need to introduce another notion of nearly equivalence between a constrained Otway-Rees bundle and an unconstrained Otway-Rees bundle. Second, they need an intermediate result showing that a nearly equivalent constrained Otway-Rees bundle can be constructed from a unconstrained Otway-Rees bundle.
In this paper, we generalize the notion of unsolicited authentication tests and give simpler proofs for authentication goals of the Otway-Rees protocol. The proofs still make use of results of unsolicited authentication tests in [1] , but they differ from the proofs in [1] in several ways. We summarize our main contributions in this paper as follows:
• We use unsolicited authentication tests to prove regularity of nodes, namely that once {|h| } K occurs as a subterm of a node n in a bundle B, and if the key K cannot be penetrated in this bundle, then there is a regular node m originating {|h| } K . Moreover, we strengthen the result by additionally asserting that if m is the node originating {|h| } K as a subterm, and {|h| } K term(m ) for any node m B m. This strengthened property turns out to be very useful for security protocol analysis.
• Combining unicity property of a nonce in a noncebased protocol with unsolicited authentication test, we review the Otway-Rees protocol and only use the results of unsolicited authentication tests to prove an initiator's and a responder's guarantees. In particular, we do not need the aforementioned side assumption and outgoing authentication tests in [1] . Our main result, which is different from the one of Guttman and Javier Thayer, lies in that we extend the result of a server's guarantees, in turn which can be used to prove the guarantees of an initiator and a responder.
• Furthermore, we formalize the theory of our unsolicited authentication tests and check the proofs in this paper using the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL [2] .
Related work. There has been a large body of papers on applying formal methods to security protocol analysis. Among them, we find the work by Perrig and Song [7, 5] based on the strand space model closely related to ours. Athena [7, 5] , which is an automatic tool for automatic security protocol generation, has incorporated the authentication tests in [1] . Athena can also check secrecy properties. Several efficient methods have been developed in order to increase the performance of Athena. Instead of supporting automatic generation of security protocols, we have an extension of the unsolicited authentication tests and formalize the theory in Isabelle/HOL [2] , which can be an automatic framework for proving the correctness of authentication protocols.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we briefly review the basic concepts of the strand space model. We develop our notion of unsolicited authentication test in Section 3, and apply it to prove all agents' authentication guarantees of the Otway-Rees protocol in Section 4. Finally, we draw some concluding remarks in Section 5.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present some preliminaries of the strand space model. More detailed description can be found in [6] .
Messages and actions
The set of messages is defined as the following BNF notation:
where A is an element from a set of agents, n from a set of nonces, and K from a set of keys. We call a key sym- The set of all messages is denoted by Message. A message h is a text message if h = key(K) for any K. The set of all atomic text messages is denoted by T . We frequently need the subterm relation on messages. A term t is a subterm of t is written as t t.
Definition 1 The subterm relation is defined inductively as the smallest relation such that t t, t {|h| } K if t h, and t {|h
The transmission of a term t is denoted by (+, t), and the reception of a term t is denoted by (−, t). Both are the possible actions that participants and the penetrator can take. We represent the set of finite sequences of actions by (±, Message) * .
Strands and strand spaces
A protocol defines the sequence of events (message transmission and reception) for each role of the participant. For a legitimate participant, a strand s represents a sequence of message that the participant would receive or send as part of a run as an instance of his role of the protocol.
A strand space Σ is a set of strands with a trace mapping tr : Σ → (±, Message) * . A strand element is called a node. (s, i) is the i-th node on strand s (0 ≤ i < length(s)). We use n ∈ s to denote that a node n belongs to the strand s. If n = (s, i) and tr(s) i = (σ, t), then we define term(n) and sign(n) to be the term and sign of the node n respectively, namely term(n) = t, sign(n) = σ. We call a node positive if its term has sign +, and negative if its term has sign −. A strand is a protocol history from the receipt of a single peer of an agent in a protocol run, so we explicitly define an attribute function attr : Σ → A to indicate which agent's peer a strand is, namely, attr(s) = a means that a is the agent who do actions of the strand s in the run.
Two kinds of causal relation (arrow), → and ⇒, are introduced to impose a graphic structure on the nodes of Σ. The relation n ⇒ n holds between nodes n and n if n = (s, i) and n = (s, i + 1). This relation corresponds to the causal ordering of actions on the same strand. On the other hand, the relation n → n holds for nodes n and n if term(n) = term(n ), sign(n) = + and sign(n ) = − for some term t. This represents that n sends a message t and n receives the message. The relation is defined to be the reflexive and transitive closure of → and ⇒, modeling the causal order of the events in the protocol execution. We say that a term t originates at a node n if and only if n is positive and t term(n); t uniquely originates from node n if and only if t originates on a unique node n. Nonces and other freshly generated terms such as session keys are usually uniquely originated. We say that t uniquely originates if and only if there exists a node n such that t uniquely originates from node n.
Penetrator strands
The symbol P is defined to denote the set of all the penetrators, and if an agent is not in P, then it is regular. There is a set of keys that are known initially to all the penetrators, denoted as K P . K P usually contains all the public keys, all the private keys of all the penetrators, and all the symmetric keys initially shared between all the penetrators and principals playing by the protocol rules. It can also contain some keys to model known-key attacks. A penetrator can intercept messages, generate messages that are computable from its initial knowledge and the messages it intercepts. These actions are modelled by a set of penetrator strands, and they represent atomic deductions. More complex deduction actions can be formed by connecting several penetrator strands. In our theory, we assume that penetrators share their initial knowledge and can cooperate each other by composing their strands.
Definition 2 A penetrator' trace relative to K P is one of the following: • M t (text message): [(+, t)], where t ∈ T .
•
In our theory, if a strand s belongs to a penetrator, namely, attr(s) ∈ P, then s must be a penetrator strand. A node is called regular if it is not in the penetrator strands.
Bundles
The formal analysis based on strand spaces is carried on the notion of bundles, which represents the protocol execution under some configuration. A bundle is a casually wellfounded set of nodes and the two types of arrows → and ⇒, which sufficiently formalizes a session of a protocol. In a bundle, it must be ensured that a node is included only if all nodes that proceed it are already included. Suppose B is a bundle, we use n ∈ B if n is a node in B, and use B to denote the transitive closure of the relation → and ⇒ in B. B has the following properties:
• B is a finite graph;
• If the sign of a node n is −, and n ∈ B, then there is a unique positive node n such that n → n and n ∈ B;
• If n ⇒ n and n ∈ B, then n ∈ B and n ⇒ n ∈ B.
• B is acyclic. 
Unsolicited Authentication Tests Revisited
Unsolicited authentication tests are frequently used to prove that a server authenticate its clients. In this section, we develop our notion of unsolicited authentication tests. In order to explain why our notion is different from its original form, we need to present how Guttman and Javier Thayer defined their notion in (Section 4.2.3, [1] ). They first define unsolicited tests, i.e. a negative node n is an unsolicited test for {|h| } K , if {|h| } K is a test component for any atomic text a in n, and K cannot be penetrated in the strand space. Then, they claim that an unsolicited test for {|h| } K in a bundle B can guarantee the existence of a positive regular node of which {|h| } K is a component. We simplify this definition of unsolicited tests by the following two aspects:
1. we consider a node n is an unsolicited test for {|h| } K in a bundle B;
2. we only require that {|h| } K is a subterm of the term of n, and K is regular in the bundle B (instead of a strand space).
We claim that the existence of this newly defined unsolicited test for {|h| } K in a bundle B can guarantee the existence of a (positive) regular node m, which originates {|h| } K as a subterm.
First we need to define a key is regular in a bundle.
Definition 3 A key K is regular in a bundle B if and only if the following condition holds: for any node n in B, if
term(n) = K, then n must be regular.
Note that we are mainly interested in the fact that K cannot be penetrated in a bundle that we are considering. This is rather different from the notions of penetrable keys or safe keys in [1] , where Guttman and Javier Thayer considered whether a key can potentially be penetrated in a strand space. In most cases, we only consider security properties for a protocol in a given bundle, so it is natural for us to just consider whether a key can potentially be penetrated in this bundle.
In our formulation, unsolicited authentication test is a kind of regularity about an encrypted term {|h| } K , where K is a long-term regular key (e.g. a shared key between a regular agent and the server in a symmetric setting). Once {|h| } K occurs as a subterm of a node n in a bundle B, it can be ensured that there is a positive regular node m originating {|h| } K as a subterm, i.e. m has {|h| } K as a subterm, and it also holds that {|h| } K term(m ) for any node m B m. Intuitively, the reason why m must be regular lies in that k cannot be penetrated in B. So the penetrator cannot create {|h| } K by encrypting h with K. The proof totally depends on the well-founded induction principle on bundles. Although the proof is not difficult, we find that this extension of unsolicited authentication test can be applied to more general cases. The evidence is our new proofs for authentication goals for the Otway-Rees protocol in next section.
Definition 4 (Unsolicited test) Given a bundle B. A node
n in B is an unsolicited test for {|h| } K if {|h| } K term(n) and K is regular in B.
Example: The Otway-Rees Protocol
The Otway-Rees protocol [3] (see Figure 1 ) uses a long-term symmetric keys shared with the server and its clients to distribute a new session key for a conversation between two clients. For our convenience, we will use Init[A, B, N A, B, N a , N b , M,  * ], and (s, 0) If we require A = B, we can also exclude the second part of the conclusion in Lemma 8. In this section, we mainly use unsolicited tests and the unicity property of nonces to derive the above proofs of authentication guarantees. Due to limitation of space, we can not write the details of the proofs. Interesting readers can refer to the full version of this paper for the details at [8] .
Here, we emphasize that we strengthen Lemma 2 by asserting the existence of a regular node m which originates {|h| } K . So for any n such that n B m, {|h| } K is not a subterm of m. We frequently use this in the above proofs to ensure that a node can only be in an intended regular node. For example, we use this result to prove that the node which originates {|N a , M, A, B| } K A can only be the second node if it is in a responder strand (Lemma 6). We have checked the above proofs in Isabelle/HOL, the proof scripts can be obtained at [8] .
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have developed an extension of unsolicited authentication tests [1] . With our experience, our formulation of unsolicited authentication tests can be applied more generally than their original form in [1] , if unsolicited tests are combined with unicity property of a nonce-based protocol. Especially, our formulation is useful in proving regularity for an encrypted term {|h| } K , where K is a longterm regular key. In more details, if {|h| } K occurs as a subterm of a node, then it can be ensured that a regular node m which originates {|h| } K as a subterm must exist. In order to demonstrate their feasibility, we have used our results to give new proofs for the authentication goals of the OtwayRees protocol. Compared with the proofs in [1] , we did not use any side assumptions and the proofs are much simpler. We have also applied our extension to prove the authentication guarantee of a responder in a variant of Woo-Lam protocol in [8] . As future work, we would like to apply our results to more complicated protocols.
